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1 IntroductionThe three-dimensional Euclidean shortest-path problem is de�ned as follows: Given a setof pairwise-disjoint polyhedral objects in R3 and two points s and t, compute the shortestpath between s and t which avoids the interiors of the given polyhedral `obstacles'. Thisproblem has received considerable attention in computational geometry. It was shown to beNP-hard by Canny and Reif [2], and the fastest available algorithms for this problem runin time that is exponential in the total number of obstacle vertices (which we denote by n)[19, 20]. The apparent intractability of the problem has motivated researchers to developpolynomial-time algorithms for computing approximate shortest paths and for computingshortest paths in special cases.In the approximate three-dimensional Euclidean shortest-path problem, we are given anadditional parameter " > 0, and the goal is to compute a path between s and t that avoidsthe interiors of the obstacles and whose length is at most (1 + ") times the length of theshortest path (we call such a path an "-approximate path). Approximation algorithms forthe three-dimensional shortest path problem were �rst studied by Papadimitriou [15], whogave an O(n4(L+ log(n="))2="2) time algorithm for computing an "-approximate shortestpath, where L is the number of bits of precision in the model of computation. A rigorousanalysis of Papadimitriou's algorithm was recently given by Choi et al. [5]. A di�erentapproach was taken by Clarkson [6], whose algorithm computes an "-approximate shortestpath in roughly O(n2 logO(1)n="4) time (the complexity of Clarkson's algorithm dependsalso on an additional parameter).The problem of computing a shortest path between two points along the surface ofa single convex polytope is an interesting special case of the three-dimensional Euclideanshortest-path problem. Sharir and Schorr [21] gave an O(n3 logn) algorithm for this prob-lem, exploiting the property that a shortest path on a polyhedron unfolds into a straightline. Mitchell et al. [14] improved the running time to O(n2 logn); their algorithm works fornon-convex polyhedra as well. Chen and Han [4] gave another algorithm with an improvedrunning time of O(n2). It is a rather long-standing and intriguing open problem whether theshortest path on a convex polytope can be computed in subquadratic time. This has mo-tivated the problem of �nding near-linear algorithms that produce only an approximationof the shortest path. That is, we are given a convex polytope P with n vertices, two pointss and t on its surface, and a positive real number ". Let �P (s; t) denote any shortest pathbetween s and t along the surface of P , and dP (s; t) denote its length (�P (s; t) is usually,but not always, unique). We want to compute a path on the surface of P between s and twhose length is at most (1 + ")dP (s; t). A recent result in this direction is by Hershbergerand Suri [13]. They present a simple algorithm that runs in O(n) time, and computes apath whose length is at most 2dP (s; t). Their method does not seem to extend to yieldbetter approximation factors. As mentioned above, the general approximation algorithms[6, 15] have running times worse than quadratic.In this paper we present another, relatively simple algorithm that computes an "-approximate shortest path (i.e., a path whose length is at most (1 + ")dP (s; t)), for any1



prescribed 0 < " � 1. (There is no point of specifying " > 1, since the algorithm of [13]already solves the problem optimally for " = 1.) The running time of the algorithm isO(n log 1="+ 1="3).The algorithm follows from a sequence of easy but technical lemmas, so we begin withan informal description of our approach. We �rst estimate the length d = dP (s; t), using theapproximation algorithm described in [13]. We restrict our attention to a polytope Q that isthe intersection of P with a cube of side � 2d centered at s. (The polytope Q `preserves' theshortest path that we want to approximate.) We then expand Q by distance r � "1:5d; callthis expansion Qr. We then compute a convex polytope Q(r), with O(1="1:5) vertices, thatlies between Q and Qr (i.e., Q � Q(r) � Qr), and such that s; t 2 @Q(r). (The existenceof such a polytope Q(r) with only O(1="1:5) vertices follows from a result of Dudley [9].)We now compute an exact shortest path � along @Q(r) between s and t. A main technicalcontribution of this paper is to prove that the length of � is at most (1 + ")dP (s; t). If weonly want to approximate dP (s; t), we can stop now. Otherwise, we apply an additionalstep that projects � onto @P , in a manner that ensures that the length of the projectedpath is at most the length of �, and is thus a good approximation of �P (s; t).The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the required terminology andestablishes some initial properties, and Section 3 describes an algorithm for computingQ(r).Section 4 describes a simple algorithm for computing a path � between s and t that liesoutside P and whose length is at most (1+")dP (s; t). Section 5 presents a simple techniquefor projecting � onto @P , without increasing its length. In Section 6, we derive an extendedalgorithm for computing approximate shortest-path distances from a given source point onP to each of its vertices. The extended algorithm runs in time O((n="3) + (n="1:5) logn).We conclude in Section 7 by mentioning a few open problems.2 PreliminariesWe begin with some terminology and some initial observations. For a face f of the givenconvex polytope P , we denote by Hf the plane passing through f . Given a set A � IR3,and a real number r � 0, let Ar denote the Minkowski sum A � Br, where Br is a ball ofradius r about the origin. That is,Ar = �x ���� infy2A jx� yj � r� :For a convex polytope P and for x 2 @P , let Fr(x) = ny ��� y 2 @Pr; jx� yj = ro be the setof points of @Pr `corresponding' to x. Clearly, @Pr consists of planar faces, each being atranslated copy, by distance r, of some face of P ; of cylindrical faces, each being a portionof a cylinder of radius r about some edge of P ; and of spherical faces, each being a portionof a sphere of radius r about some vertex of P . Moreover, (i) if x lies in the relative interiorof a face of P , then Fr(x) is a singleton, consisting of the point lying at distance r from xin the direction of the outward normal of the face; (ii) if x lies in the relative interior ofan edge of P , then Fr(x) is a circular arc of a circle of radius r about x; and (iii) if x is a2



Figure 1: A cube P and the inated set Prvertex of P , then Fr(x) is the entire spherical face associated with x. See Figure 1 for anexample of such an inated polytope.For any plane H that avoids the interior of P , the positive half-space H+ bounded by His the one containing P . Such a plane is a supporting plane of P if @P \H 6= ;. Given twoplanes H1; H2 that avoid the interior of P , the wedge of H1; H2 is W (H1; H2) = H+1 \H+2 .For a curve  � IR3 and for a; b 2 , we denote by (a; b) the portion of  between aand b. An outer path of a convex body K is a curve  connecting two points on @K anddisjoint from the interior of K. The length of a curve  is denoted by jj.A pair  = (�;H) is a supported path of P if � = (p1; : : : ; pm+1) is a polygonal outerpath of P and H = (H1; : : : ; Hm) is a sequence of supporting planes of P , such that the linesegment pipi+1 is contained in Hi, for i = 1; : : : ; m, and pipi+1; pi+1pi+2 � @W (Hi; Hi+1),for i = 1; : : : ; m�1. The folding angle between pipi+1 and pi+1pi+2, denoted as �(Hi; Hi+1),is � minus the dihedral angle of the wedgeW (Hi; Hi+1), for i = 1; : : : ; m�1. (Note that thisangle depends on the planes Hi, Hi+1, and has nothing to with the actual angle betweenpipi+1 and pi+1pi+2.) The folding angle of  is �( ) = Pm�1i=1 �(Hi; Hi+1). We will alsowrite j�j as j j, and call it the length of  . Note that a shortest path �P (s; t) has a naturalsupported path associated with it. (In this special case, each folding angle �(Hi; Hi+1) islarger than or equal to � minus the actual angle between pipi+1 and pi+1pi+2; we call thislatter angle the exterior angle between these segments.)The following well-known theorem implies that any outer path of P connecting twogiven points s; t 2 @P must be of length at least dP (s; t).Theorem 2.1 (see [17]) Let F be a convex surface bounding a body K, and  a curve that3



does not meet the interior of K and connects points s and t on F . Then the length of  isat least the shortest distance dK(s; t) between its endpoints along the surface; it is strictlygreater than this distance if the curve does not lie entirely on the surface.Lemma 2.2 Let P be a convex polytope in IR3, let s and t be points on @P , and let  =(�;H) be a supported path connecting s and t. Then, for each r � 0, there exists an outerpath  of Pr connecting a point of Fr(s) to a point of Fr(t), whose length is j j+ �( )r.The curve  consists of an alternating sequence of straight segments and circular arcs ofradius r.Proof: Suppose that � = (s = p1; : : : ; pm+1 = t), and H = (H1; : : : ; Hm). We replace eachsegment pipi+1 of � by its projection onto the boundary of (H+i )r, namely, we translatepipi+1 by distance r in the direction of the outward normal of Hi. We denote the translatedsegment by qiq0i (where qi is the image of pi). Clearly, the total length of the new segmentsis j�j. We also have q1 2 Fr(s) and q0m 2 Fr(t).We still need to connect the endpoints q0i and qi+1, for i = 1; : : : ; m � 1. Let Wi =(W (Hi; Hi+1))r. Clearly, qiq0i, qi+1q0i+1 � @Wi. Moreover, both q0i and qi+1 are images ofpi+1 under the two projections onto (H+i )r and onto (H+i+1)r, respectively, and thus canbe connected by a circular arc of radius r about pi+1. The length of this arc is clearlyr � �(Hi; Hi+1). The alternating concatenation of the segments qiq0i and of these circulararcs yields the desired outer path . See Figure 1 for an illustration. The total length ofthe new path is clearly j j+ �( )r. Finally, since Pr � Wi, for i = 1; : : : ; m� 1, and eachpoint of  lies on the boundary of one of these inated wedges,  is an outer path of Pr .Let  = (�;H) be a supported path of P , for � = (p1; : : : ; pm+1) and H = (H1; : : : ; Hm).Let U = (u1; : : : ; um) be the sequence of outward unit normals of the planes H1; : : : ; Hm.We create a curve corresponding to  on the sphere S of directions in the following manner.Let i be the shorter great circular arc connecting ui to ui+1 on S, for i = 1; : : : ; m� 1, andlet  = Sm�1i=1 i. Since jij = �(Hi; Hi+1), it follows thatjj = m�1Xi=1 jij = m�1Xi=1 �(Hi; Hi+1) = �( ) :We call  the curve of directions of  .Lemma 2.3 Let P be a convex polytope, let s and t be points on @P , and let 0 < " � 1.Then there exists a supported path  = (�;H) of P , such that j j � (1 + "=2)dP (s; t), andthe folding angle �( ) is at most 100=p".Proof: Let �0 = (s = p1; : : : ; pm+1 = t) be a shortest path on @P from s to t, and let 0 = (�0;H0) be the corresponding supported path, where H0 = (H1; : : : ; Hm). Let 0denote the curve of directions of  0 on the sphere S of directions. Cover S by at most100=" pairwise openly disjoint spherically-convex regions, each contained in some sphericalcap with angular opening p"; that is, each cap is the intersection of S with a cone with4



apex at the origin and with opening angle p"=2. This can be easily done, by covering Swith a grid of latitudes and longitudes, with angular spacing of p"=2 between them, andby placing the caps so that each is centered at a grid point. The number of grid points is� 2�p"=2� � � �p"=2� < 100" ;for 0 < " � 1. Trimming the caps into pairwise openly disjoint spherically-convex regionsis also easy to do. For simplicity of exposition, we refer to these regions also as `caps'. LetC = (c1; : : : ; cm) be the sequence of caps traversed by 0 in this order. With no loss ofgenerality, we assume that no vertex of 0 lies on a boundary of a cap. This can be enforcedby an appropriate perturbation of the caps, if necessary. For each cap c, the intersection0 \ c is a collection of great circular arcs. Our strategy is to modify  0 into a supportedpath  , such that the intersection of the curve of directions of  with each cap is eitherempty or a single connected great circular arc.For a cap c that appears in the sequence C, let i(c); j(c) be the indices of the �rst andlast appearances of c in C. From the caps c 2 C such that c \ 0 consists of more thanone connected great circular arc, we pick the cap c such that i = i(c) is minimal, andput j = j(c). Let u and u0 be the �rst and last normals in c \ 0. By assumption, thisintersection consists of more than one great circular arc, where the �rst such arc starts atu and the last arc ends at u0. Let v and v0 be, respectively, the �rst and last points on �0such that the planes supporting P at v and v0 have outward normals u and u0, respectively.We `shortcut' �0 from v to v0 as follows (in fact, this `shortcutting' may increase the lengthof � a little). Draw the planes H , H 0 that support P at v and v0 and have outward normalsu and u0, respectively. Note that the smaller angle between H and H 0 is at most p". Formthe wedge W = W (H;H 0) between them that contains P . Both v and v0 lie on @W . (Thisholds initially, since both v and v0 lie on @P . Later we will repeat this shortcutting, butin each application the corresponding points v and v0 will still lie on @P .) Let �̂v;v0 bethe shortest path along @W from v to v0. As noted above, the larger angle � between itstwo segments is at least the dihedral angle of W , namely � � � p". This implies, usingthe cosine law, that j�̂v;v0 j � (1 + "=2)jvv0j, where jvv0j is the straight Euclidean distancebetween v and v0.1 Hence j�̂v;v0 j � (1 + "=2)j�0(v; v0)j:We replace �0(v; v0) by �̂v;v0 , and delete from C all elements with indices i + 1; : : : ; j. Wealso add the plane H 0 to an output sequence H (initialized with the plane H arising inthe �rst cap). It is easily seen that the curve of directions of the modi�ed path intersectsc at a single connected great circular arc. By repeating this step as necessary, we end upwith a supported path  = (�;H), so that the intersection of the curve of directions of1To see this, let w be the middle vertex of �̂v;v0, and put a = jvwj, b = jv0wj and c = jvv0j. Thenc2 = a2 + b2 � 2ab cos �, or c2 = (a + b)2 � 2ab(1 + cos �). Since 1 + cos � � 1 � cosp" � "=2, we obtainc2 � (a + b)2 �1� ab"(a+b)2�. Since (a+ b)2 � 4ab, we have c � (a + b)p1� "=4, and this is easily seen toimply that a+ b � (1 + "=2)c, for 0 < " � 1. 5



 with any cap is either empty or consists of a single connected great circular arc. Notethat our rule for picking the cap to `shortcut' ensures that no portion of the path resultingfrom a `shortcut' will participate in a later `shortcut'. (In particular, the modi�ed portionof the curve of directions after a shortcut remains within the current cap, and thus doesnot penetrate into any cap that has already been processed.) This implies that each pairof points v, v0 between which the shortcuts are made lie on @P , so the length of the newpath is at most (1 + "=2)j�0j = (1 + "=2)dP (s; t). We apply a �nal trimming step to �, bynoting that in general � may contain two consecutive segments on each plane H 2 H. Wetherefore replace each such pair of segments by a single segment (the sequence H does notchange by this trimming).The �nal path  = (�;H) satis�es the following properties:(i) � does not meet the interior of P .(ii) � has at most 100=" edges.(iii) dP (s; t) = j�0j � j�j � (1 + "=2)dP (s; t).(iv) The curve of directions of  intersects each cap in a single (possibly empty) greatcircular arc.It now follows that the total folding angle of  is bounded by 100=p".Remark 2.4 The previous lemma raises the problem whether the folding angle of anyshortest path on a convex polytope is bounded by some absolute constant. An extensionof this problem to shortest paths on arbitrary convex surfaces is mentioned in [17]. Unfor-tunately, as shown recently by Pach [16], this problem has a negative answer. For the sakeof completeness, we provide in an Appendix an improved variant of Pach's analysis, con-structing a family of polytopes with arbitrarily large folding angles of shortest paths alongtheir boundaries. Another, somewhat weaker and still open problem is whether the sum ofthe exterior angles (as de�ned above) between consecutive segments of a shortest path on aconvex polytope is bounded by an absolute constant. This is a weaker problem because, asalready observed, the exterior angle between two consecutive segments of a shortest pathis at most the folding angle between the faces containing them.Lemma 2.5 Let P , s, t, and " be as above, and let r > 0. For any sr 2 Fr(s), tr 2Fr(t), there exists an outer path of Pr connecting sr with tr, whose length is at most (1 +"=2)dP (s; t) + 2�r+ 100r=p".Proof: By Lemma 2.3, there exists a supported path  of P connecting s to t of length atmost (1 + "=2)dP (s; t), such that �( ) � 100=p". By applying Lemma 2.2 to  , we obtainan outer path  of Pr whose length is at most (1+ "=2)dP (s; t) + 100r=p", which connectssome point x 2 Fr(s) with some point y 2 Fr(t). Extending  to connect sr to tr lengthens by at most 2�r, so the resulting curve satis�es the properties asserted in the lemma.6



3 Approximating a PolytopeLet Q be a convex polytope in R3, with n vertices, that is contained in a unit ball, andlet 0 < � � 1 be a real parameter. In this section, we present an algorithm to computea convex polytope Q(�), with O(1=�) vertices, such that Q � Q(�) � Q�. The algorithmis a straightforward implementation of the constructive proof of Dudley [9], which assertsthe existence of a Q(�) with O(1=�) vertices. We �rst outline Dudley's proof, and thendescribe an e�cient implementation of his scheme.Let C � IR3 be a convex set. A point-normal pair on C is an ordered pair (p; �p) suchthat (1) p 2 @C, (2) the plane H(p; �p) that passes through p and whose normal is �p is asupporting plane of C, and (3) �p is an outward normal to C at p. We denote by H+(p; �p)the halfspace containing C that is bounded by H(p; �p). For any � > 0, we call a collectionS of point-normal pairs on C a �-dense set if for any point-normal pair (q; �q) on C, thereexists a (p; �p) 2 S such that d(p; q)� �, and the angle between �p and �q is at most �. Welet P (S) denote the intersection of all the halfspaces corresponding to elements of S, i.e.,P (S) = T(p;�p)2SH+(p; �p).Lemma 3.1 (Dudley [9]) Let C be a convex body in IR3, and let A be a �-dense set onC. Then P (A) � C2�2.Hence, C can be approximated by computing a `small' dense set on C. The existenceof such a set is guaranteed by the following lemma:Lemma 3.2 (Dudley [9]) Let C be a convex set in IR3 that is contained in a unit ball.Then there exists a �-dense set A on C of size O(1=�2).Proof: We only give a sketch of the proof, and refer to [9] for full details. Let B be a ballof radius at most 2, so that for all x 2 C and for any jyj � 1, one has x+ y 2 B. Clearly,C � B.Let A0 � @B be a collection of points such that for any q 2 @B, there is a p 2 A0 suchthat d(p; q) � �. Such a set can be easily constructed by `covering' @B by a grid of latitudesand longitudes (as in the proof of Lemma 2.3). Moreover, jA0j = O(1=�2).Given a point p 2 @B, let n(p) denote the point-normal pair on C that is formed bytaking the unique point pC 2 @C that is closest to p, and the unit normal in the directionp~pC . Let A = fn(p) j p 2 A0g.Dudley shows (see [9]) that A is a 2�-dense set on C, and this implies the theorem.Theorem 3.3 Let Q be a convex polytope in R3 contained in a unit ball, let n denotethe number of its vertices, and let � > 0 be a real parameter. Then one can compute, inO(n+(1=�) log(1=�)) time, a polytope Q(�) with O(1=�) vertices such that Q � Q(�) � Q�.Proof: Let B be a ball of radius 2 concentric with a unit ball that contains Q. We �rstcompute a set A0 � @B such that for any q 2 @B, there is a p 2 A0 so that d(p; q) � p�=4.7



P Q
BFigure 2: Approximating a convex shape using Dudley proofSuch a set can easily be calculated in O(1=�) time, by `covering' @B with a regular grid ofresolution O(p�), as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.Next, we construct, in O(n) time, the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchical decomposition[7, 8] of Q, which allows us to compute the closest point in Q to any query point in O(logn)time. Using this hierarchy, we compute, for each point p 2 A0, the point-normal pair n(p)on Q corresponding to p, thereby obtaining the set A = fn(p) j p 2 A0g in a total ofO((1=�) logn) time.We next compute the polytope Q(�) = P (A), which is the intersection of O(1=�) halfs-paces, O((1=�) log(1=�)) time [18]. By Lemma 3.1, the polytopeQ(�) satis�es the propertiesasserted in the theorem. The overall time needed to compute Q(�) isO�n+ 1� logn+ 1� log 1�� = O�n+ 1� log 1�� :Remark 3.4 See Figure 2 for an example how the approximation polytope of Theorem 3.3is being constructed.4 Approximating dP (s; t)Let P be a convex polytope in R3, s and t two points on @P , and 0 < " < 1 a real parameter.We present a simple algorithm for computing an outer path of P from s to t whose length8



is at most (1 + ")dP (s; t). For l > 0, let B(s; l) be the cube of side 2l centered at s, i.e.,B(s; l) = np ��� jpx � sxj � l; jpy � sy j � l; jpz � sz j � lo :Algorithm Approximate-Path1. Compute a value � such that dP (s; t) � � � 2dP (s; t), usingthe algorithm of Hershberger and Suri [13]. Compute Q =P \ B(s; 2�).2. Set r = "3=2�=440. Using the scheme described in Section 3,compute a polytope Q(r) such that Q � Q(r) � Qr.3. Let H+s (resp. H+t ) be any halfspace that has s (resp. t) onits boundary and that contains Q. Compute Q(r)\H+s \H+t .Abusing notation, letQ(r) now denote this new polytope. Notethat s; t 2 @Q(r).4. Compute a shortest path � between s and t on @Q(r), usingthe algorithm of Chen and Han [4].If we are interested only in computing an approximate value of dP (s; t), we return j�j.However, if we also want to compute an "-approximate shortest path between s and t on @P ,we complete the algorithm by projecting � on @P , using an additional procedure describedin Section 5.We prove that � is an outer path of P whose length is at most (1+ ")dP (s; t), and thenanalyze the running time of the algorithm.Lemma 4.1 The algorithm Approximate-Path returns an outer path of P between s andt whose length is at most (1 + ")dP (s; t), and which consists of O(1="1:5) segments.Proof: First observe that the cube B(s; 2�) is chosen large enough so that if � is ashortest path between s and t on P (and so j�j < 2�), � lies in the interior of B(s; 2�),and is therefore also a shortest path on Q. By Lemma 2.5, there exists an outer path� of Qr connecting any two points sr 2 Fr(s) and tr 2 Fr(t), whose length is at most(1 + "=2)dP (s; t) + 2�r + 100r=p". As a consequence of step 3 of the algorithm, we maychoose sr and tr such that the segments ssr and ttr do not intersect the interior of Q(r).The path obtained by concatenating the segments ssr and trt to the beginning and the endof �, respectively, is an outer path of Q(r) connecting s and t. It follows from Theorem 2.1that the length of the shortest path � on Q(r) between s and t, computed by the algorithm,is at most j�j+ jssr j+ jttrj. Since jssr j; jttrj � r, we obtain, by the choice of r,j�j � (1 + "=2)dP (s; t) + (2� + 2)r+ 100r=p" � (1 + ")dP (s; t):Observe that any outer path of Q lying inside B(s; 2�) is also an outer path of P . Since0 < " < 1, the above inequality implies that � lies in the interior of the cube B(s; 2�). Thepath � is clearly an outer path of Q, therefore � is an outer path of P too.9



The polytope Q(r) has O(1="1:5) faces, and any shortest path intersects a face of thepolytope along (at most) a single segment, therefore � consists of at most O(1="1:5) seg-ments.Lemma 4.2 The running time of the algorithm Approximate-Path is O(n+1="3), wheren is the number of faces of P .Proof: Hershberger and Suri's algorithm [13] runs in O(n) time. The polytope Q can becalculated in linear time. By Theorem 3.3, Q(r) can be computed in O(n+(1="1:5) log 1=")time. The number of faces in Q(r) is O(1="1:5), and the algorithm by Chen and Han usedin step 4 runs in quadratic time. Hence, computing � takes O(1="3) time. Summing up allthese bounds, the overall running time of the algorithm is O(n+ 1="3), as asserted.Putting these lemmas together, we obtain the following result.Theorem 4.3 Given a convex polytope P with n faces, two points s and t on @P , and aparameter " > 0, a polygonal outer path of P between s and t whose length is at most (1 +")dP (s; t), and which consists of O(1="1:5) segments, can be computed in time O(n+ 1="3).5 Projecting an Outer Path to a PolytopeIn this section we present an algorithm for projecting a polygonal outer path � of a polytopeP onto the surface of P . The output of the algorithm is a polygonal path �(P ) such that:(i) j�(P )j � j�j.(ii) �(P ) � @P .(iii) � and �(P ) have the same pair of endpoints.(iv) The number of segments of �(P ) is at most n, the number of faces of P .We assume that @P is triangulated, so each face is a triangle. If �1 and �2 are two pathssuch that the terminating point of �1 and the starting point of �2 coincide, we denote by�1k�2 the path obtained by concatenating �1 to �2.Let � be the given polygonal outer path of P , connecting s 2 @P to t 2 @P andconsisting of m segments. We direct � from s to t. For a face f of P that contains s, letw be the last intersection point of � with Hf (the plane supporting f). Clearly, the path�0 = swk�(w; t) is not longer than �, and �0 � H+f . We denote by Project-on-Face(f ,�)the procedure that returns w, the last intersection point of � with Hf .The projection algorithm is presented in Figure 3. An illustration of a single step of themain loop of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.Lemma 5.1 The operation (A) in the algorithm Project-Path never fails, i.e., therealways exists a face adjacent to the current s that was not yet visited.10



Algorithm Project-Path(P; �)Input: A convex polytope P and an outer path �Output: A path �(P ) on the boundary of Pbegins starting-point(�), t end-point(�)�curr  �, �(P ) ;while s 6= t do(A) f  any face of P containing s and not yet visitedw  Project-on-Face(f; �curr)sv  sw \ f�(P ) �(P )ksv, �curr  vwk�curr(w; t)s vend whilereturn �(P )end Project-PathFigure 3: Algorithm for projecting an outer path onto the boundary of a polytopeProof: Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that (A) does fail at some point, call it p.Let F denote the collection of faces of P that contain p, and let K = Tf2F H+f . Let q bethe last intersection point of �curr with @K. Note that q 6= p, for otherwise �curr(p; t) hasto move from p away from at least one halfspace H+f , for some f 2 F , which is impossible,since, after f has been processed, �curr is always contained in H+f . Note also that q 6= t, forotherwise the algorithm would have terminated when processing any face f 2 F such thatt 2 Hf . It is also easily checked that q lies on the original path �. Let f be a face such thatq 2 Hf , and let � be the last intersection point of the segment ~pq with f . Since t 2 @P � K,and t 6= q, the subpath �(q; t) n fqg lies in the interior of K � H+f , and therefore q is alsothe last intersection point of � with Hf . Since �curr is an outer path of P , t 2 @P , and Kis the same as P in a su�ciently small neighborhood of p, it is easy to see that pq lies on fin a su�ciently small neighborhood of p, which implies that � 6= p.Suppose f has already been visited. Then let �0 be �curr immediately before f wasvisited, and let s0q0 be the segment that was added to �(P ) while processing f . Notice that qis also the last intersection point of �0 withHf , because q 2 �, and thus �curr(q; t) = �0(q; t).Therefore �0(s0; q), the initial portion of �0 up to q, would have been replaced, at the stepwhere f is processed, by the segment q0q. Moreover, the algorithm runs in a mannerthat guarantees that the portion of �curr on Hf can only be shortened (or eliminated)in subsequent steps of the algorithm. It follows that �curr(p; q) = pq � q0q and thus� 6= q0 2 q0q. By construction, q0 is the last intersection point of the segment s0q with f .Therefore the segment q0q does not intersect f except at q0, which is false, since � 2 f . This11



s v �curr wf tFigure 4: A single step of the main loop of Project-Path; �curr crosses Hf at threemarked points, the last of which is w.contradiction implies that f has not yet been visited, and thus completes the proof of thelemma.Lemma 5.2 The output path �(P ) produced by algorithm Project-Path(P ,�) satis�esthe properties (i){(iv).Proof: The algorithm Project-Path performs at most n iterations (Lemma 5.1 impliesthat the algorithm terminates properly). Each iteration of the while loop adds one segmentto the polygonal output path �(P ), thus �(P ) consists of at most n segments. Each suchsegment is contained in @P , thus �(P ) � @P . Since �(P ) is generated from � by performinga sequence of calls to Project-on-Face, it follows that j�(P )j � j�j. Finally, �(P ) and �clearly have the same pair of endpoints.We next present a reasonably e�cient technique for implementing the procedureProject-on-Face. Note that �curr , with the possible exception of the �rst edge, is asubpath of �, ending at t, and that each iteration in Project-Path replaces an initialsubpath of �curr by a line segment, possibly also truncating the �rst surviving segment ofthe preceding path. Set b = dlogme + 1. We divide �curr into two subpaths �1 and �2;�1 is an initial subpath of �curr , consisting of at most b edges, and �2 is the rest of �curr.We compute the Gaussian diagram of Conv(�2), where Conv(�2) is the convex hull of �2.(See [3] for a discussion of the Gaussian diagram of a convex polytope.) We preprocessthe Gaussian diagram into a data structure for answering point-location queries in the12



diagram. The preprocessing takes O(m logm) time, and each point-location query takesO(logm) time [18]. The subpaths �1; �2 change as the algorithm progresses, as will bedescribed below. Initially, �1 consists of the �rst b edges of � (and �2 consists of all theremaining segments).Let f 2 P be a query face, and let n denote the outward normal of f . We locate nin the Gaussian diagram of Conv(�2), and thus obtain the vertex � 2 Conv(�2) that thesupporting plane of Conv(�v) with outward normal n touches. If � 2 int (H+f ), that is, Hfdoes not intersect �2, we traverse �1 and compute the last intersection point of �1 with Hfin O(b) = O(logm) time. �curr is updated as described in the algorithm Project-Path.�2 and its starting point � remain the same, and we set �1 = �curr(s; �).If Hf intersects �2, we traverse �2, compute the last intersection point of �2 with Hf ,in O(m) time, and update �curr as described in the algorithm Project-Path. If �currhas at most b edges, then we set �1 = �curr and �2 = ;; otherwise, �1 consists of the�rst b edges of �curr , and �2 consists of the remaining edges. We compute the Gaussiandiagram of Conv(�2), in O(m logm) time, and preprocess it in additional O(m logm) timefor point-location queries, as described above.This Project-on-Face procedure is clearly correct. We call a query short if the lastintersection point of � with Hf lies in �1, and long otherwise. A short query takes O(logm)time, and a long query takes O(m logm) time. Suppose the last intersection point of �currwith Hf lies on the (k+ 1)-st edge of �curr. Then the �rst k edges of �curr are deleted, the(k+1)-st edge of �curr is truncated, and possibly a new edge is added in front of the trimmed(k + 1)-st edge; see Figure 4. Therefore, the number of edges in �curr is reduced by k � 1.Since k � b for a long query, each long query reduces the number of edges in �curr by at leastb� 1, thereby implying that the number of long queries is at most m=(b� 1) = m=dlogme.The while loop in Project-Path is executed at most n times, therefore the overall runningtime of the algorithm is O(n logm+m2). We have thus shown:Theorem 5.3 Let P be a convex polytope with n faces, and let � be a polygonal outer pathof P consisting of m segments. One can construct, in O(n logm +m2) time, a polygonalpath �0 � @P with the same endpoints as �, such that j�0j � j�j, and the number of edgesof �0 is at most n.The algorithm described in the previous section returns an outer path with at mostO(1="1:5) edges. We can thus project it onto @P in additional O(n log1=" + 1="3) time.Combining this with the bound in Theorem 4.3, we obtain the main result of the paper:Corollary 5.4 Let P be a convex polytope with n faces, s and t two points on @P , and " > 0a real parameter. Then a polygonal path between s and t on @P , consisting of at most nsegments, whose length is at most (1+")dP (s; t), can be computed in time O(n log 1="+1="3).6 Approximate Shortest-Path Distances to All VerticesWe can generalize the above algorithm to compute approximate shortest-path distancesfrom a given source point s on the polytope P to each of its vertices, in time O((n="3) +13



(n="1:5) logn) time. That is, for each vertex v of P , the algorithm computes a real value�v such that dP (s; v) � �v � (1 + ")dP (s; v). Hershberger and Suri [13] present anotheralgorithm that runs in O(n logn) time and computes crude approximations of the shortestpath distances from s to all the vertices of P ; for each vertex v, the distance computedis between dP (s; v) and about 2:4dP (s; v). The �rst step of our algorithm applies thisprocedure and obtains these crude approximations. Next we compute, in O(n) time, theDobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchical decomposition of the polytope P [7, 8], which enables usto compute the closest point in P to a query point in O(logn) time.To compute an approximate shortest path from s to a vertex v of P , we use the followingslight variation of the algorithm Approximate-Path. Let �v � 2:4dP (s; v) be the crudeapproximation of the shortest path distance dP (s; v), obtained by the Hershberger-Surialgorithm. Let rv = c"3=2�v , where c is a su�ciently small constant, and let Q(v) = P \B(s; 2�v). As in the Approximate-Path algorithm, we use Dudley's scheme to computea polytope Q(rv), with O(1="1:5) vertices, such that Q(v) � Q(rv) � Qrv . However,we cannot a�ord to explicitly compute each of the Q(v)'s, so we have to carry out thesteps in the algorithm of Theorem 3.3 without working with Q explicitly. To this end, weobserve that, by slightly modifying the query procedure, the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchicaldecomposition of P itself can actually be used to compute the closest point in Q(v) =P \B(s; 2�) to a query point �, in O(logn) time, as follows. We �rst compute the point pon @P closest to �. If p 2 B(s; 2�), we are done. Otherwise, the closest point to � in Q lieson the boundary of B(s; 2�). More precisely, as is easily checked, this point lies on a faceof the box B(s; 2�). Dobkin and Kirkpatrick [8] have shown that, for a query plane h anda query point �, the point in h\P closest to � can be computed in O(logn) time, using thehierarchical decomposition of P . A slight variant of their procedure can also compute thepoint in f \ P closest to �, where f is a face of B(s; 2�). Repeating this procedure for allsix faces of B(s; 2�), the closest point in Q to a query point � can be computed in O(logn)time. The remaining steps in the algorithm of Theorem 3.3 are readily modi�ed, yieldingan O( 1"1:5 (logn+ log 1" ))-time procedure for computing Q(rv).Using Q(rv), we proceed, as in the Approximate-Path algorithm, to compute an outerpath between s and v whose length is at most (1+ ")dP (s; v). Summing up, this proceduretakes O((1="3) + (1="1:5) logn) time for a single vertex of P . Iterating over all vertices,we get an algorithm that computes approximate distances from s to all vertices of P inO((n="3) + (n="1:5) logn) time.7 ConclusionsIn this paper we have presented a simple and e�cient algorithm for computing approximateshortest paths on the surface of a convex polytope in 3-space. We believe that our algorithmcan be extended to convex piecewise-algebraic surfaces. More speci�cally, let P be a convexsurface consisting of n faces, each of which has \constant description complexity", in thesense that each face is a semialgebraic set de�ned by a constant number of polynomialequalities and inequalities of constant maximum degree. Then we conjecture that a (1+ ")-14



approximate shortest path between two points on @P can be computed in time that isclose to linear in n for any �xed " > 0, perhaps even in time O(n="1:5 + 1="3), under anappropriate model of computation. We leave this as an open problem for further research.Since the original submission of this paper several interesting developments concerningapproximate shortest paths on polyhedral surfaces have taken place. Har-Peled [11] showedthat a variant of the algorithm presented in this paper can be used to preprocess a convexpolytope P with n faces in time O(n), so that a (1 + ")-approximation of the length of theshortest path between any two query points on @P can be computed in timeO((logn)="1:5+1="3) (where " is also part of the query input). In a companion paper, Har-Peled [12]presented an algorithm for preprocessing a convex polytope or a polyhedral surface P , withn faces and a �xed source point s in @P , into a near-linear-size map that approximates theshortest-path map on P from s (which might have quadratic complexity) [14], in the sensethat approximate shortest-path queries from s can be answered by performing point-locationqueries in this map. This algorithm also extends to the case of approximate shortest-pathmaps in a 3-dimensional polyhedral environment. Varadarajan and Agarwal [22] gave the�rst subquadratic algorithm that approximates the shortest path on a polyhedral terrainwithin a constant factor.We conclude by mentioning a couple of open problems.� Can an "-approximate shortest path between two points on a polyhedral terrain, oron the surface of a nonconvex polyhedron, be computed in time that is near-linear inthe number of faces?� Finally, can the exact shortest path between two points on a convex polyhedron becomputed in near-linear time? in subquadratic time?AcknowledgmentsThe authors wish to thank Boris Aronov, Imre B�ar�any, Ken Clarkson, Alon Efrat, JoeMalkevitch, J�anos Pach, Subhash Suri, and Boaz Tagansky for helpful discussions concern-ing the problems studied in this paper and related problems. In particular, the constructionin the Appendix of shortest paths with arbitrarily large folding angles is a variant of a con-struction initially provided by J�anos Pach.The authors also wish to thank the referees for their comments and suggestions.References[1] A. Baltsan and M. Sharir, On shortest paths between two convex polyhedra, J. Assoc. Comput.Mach. 35 (1988), 267{287.[2] J. Canny and J. H. Reif, New lower bound techniques for robot motion planning problems,Proc. 28th Annu. IEEE Symp. Found. Comput. Sci., 1987, 49{60.[3] B. Chazelle, H. Edelsbrunner, L. Guibas and M. Sharir, Diameter, width, closest line pair, andparametric searching, Discrete Comput. Geom. 10 (1993), 183{196.15
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Appendix: Folding Angles of Shortest Paths Can Be LargeIn this appendix we show that the folding angle of a shortest path on the boundary of aconvex polytope in 3-space can be arbitrarily large. In fact, we establish a lower bound onthe maximumpossible folding angle, which is linear in the number of facets of the polytope.As already mentioned, the construction given here is a variant of a construction of J�anosPach (which has a somewhat weaker lower bound), and we are grateful to him for allowingus to include this construction in this paper.For each integer n, de�ne a polytope Pn as follows. Pn is the intersection of n tetrahedra,T1; : : : ; Tn, each of which has one horizontal facet lying on the xy-plane, and its oppositevertex lies on the positive z-axis. The horizontal facet fi of Ti is an equilateral triangle,centered at the origin, whose sides have orientations 0, 2�=3 and 4�=3, for even i, or �=3,� and 5�=3, for odd i.Let �(Ti) denote the dihedral angle between fi and any of its other facets, and let�(Ti) denote the angle between fi and any of the non-horizontal edges of Ti. Note thattan�(Ti) = 2 tan�(Ti).We construct the tetrahedra Ti one after the other. Suppose we have already constructedT1; : : : ; Tn, for n � 1 (the construction of T1 will be detailed below). We assume inductivelythat the highest vertex of Pn is the top vertex of Tn (this clearly holds for n = 1).Let h be a horizontal plane, such that the halfspace h+ lying above h cuts Pn in atetrahedron (which is a top portion of Tn). Let g = Tn \ h, and let g0 be the equilateraltriangle that lies in h and has the vertices of g as the midpoints of its edges (g0 is twiceas large as g and is rotated by �=3). Construct Tn+1 so that �(Tn+1) < �(Tn) and itsnon-horizontal facets pass through the edges of g0. The construction implies that the topvertex of Tn+1 lies below the top vertex of Tn, so the inductive invariant concerning the topvertices of the Pj 's continues to hold for n+ 1 too.It is easy to verify, using induction on n, that the following properties are satis�ed:(i) Each non-horizontal facet of each Ti contributes a facet to Pn.(ii) For each 1 < i < n, the three non-horizontal facets of Ti form a `band' around @Pn,which disconnects the non-horizontal facets of the Tj 's with j < i from the non-horizontal facets of the Tj 's with j > i.An illustration of P3 is shown in Figure 5.Now let P 0n be the reected copy of Pn through the xy-plane, and let Qn = Pn[P 0n. Lets be the top vertex of Pn and t be the bottom vertex of P 0n. Properties (i) and (ii) implythat any path from s to t along @Qn must visit at least one facet of each Ti. Moreover, thepath must make a transition from a facet of Ti to a facet of Ti�1, for each i = 2; : : : ; n.We next de�ne the angles of the tetrahedra Ti as follows. Let � > 0 be an arbitrarilysmall number. Set �n = �2 � �, and let �n be the angle that satis�es tan�n = 2 tan�n.Suppose �j has already been de�ned. Then set �j�1 = ��2 + �j� =2, and de�ne �j�1 bytan�j�1 = 2 tan�j�1. Having de�ned this sequence of angles, we construct the Ti's so that�(Ti) = �i. 17



Figure 5: The polytope P3: a top view and a side viewBy construction, the unit normals of the facets of Ti are(sin�i cos 2j�=3; sin�i sin 2j�=3; cos�i) ; for j = 0; 1; 2, if i is evenor (sin�i cos(2j + 1)�=3; sin�i sin(2j + 1)�=3; cos�i) ; for j = 0; 1; 2, if i is odd.Hence, the smallest possible folding angle �i between a facet of Ti�1 and a facet of Ti (whichis equal to the angle between the normals to these facets) satis�escos �i = 12 sin�i�1 sin�i + cos�i�1 cos�i = 12 sin�i�1 sin�i + sin��2 � �i�1� sin��2 � �i�� 12 + ��2 � �i�1���2 � �i� � 12 + �2 ;since �2 � � � �i � �=2. That is, �i � arccos�12 + �2�, and this lower bound can be madearbitrarily close to �=3, provided � is chosen su�ciently small.To sum up, we have shown that the folding angle of any path on @Qn from s to t islower-bounded by an angle close to 2(n� 1)�=3, which is linear in the number of facets ofQn.Remark. Pach's construction is originally presented in terms of the dual polytopes of(variants of) the Pn's. We felt, however, that it is more instructive to describe the actualpolytopes explicitly. 18


